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1. Introduction

Creation of multidimensional contacts between Japan and Ukraine during the last twenty-eight years indicates the need in training highly qualified specialists in the sphere of japonistics (philologists and translators), able to provide communication that service different directions of double-side relations at the high level.

Today in Ukraine twelve higher educational institutions prepare specialists in Japanese language. And there are essential achievements in the theory and practice of teaching it.

But existing works do not at all cover all problems of Japanese teaching methods. Today Japanese linguodidactics needs substantial studies, elaboration and presentation of new teaching methods, because Japanese typologically differs from Ukrainian and German languages (learnt by students just at school), and the culture of non-verbal behavior of Japanese people has practically no analogues in the world. It creates a series of additional complications of lingual, extralingual and paralingual type at studying Japanese, and also needs searching for new ways of optimization of the studying process, use of new informational and educational resources.

2. Literary review

Separate aspects of teaching Japanese become a research object by O. Asadchykh (teaching of Japanese academic speech of future philologists) [1], V. Holubets (teaching of Japanese grammar) [2], M. Arakava (methodical competence formation in teaching Japanese reading for senior students of pedagogical HEI) [3], N. Radzorska (teaching Japanese for international relations students, based on socio-political texts) [4], K. Avdeeva (use of comic books at teaching Japanese for students of the second year of a linguistic HEI) [5], N. Ivanova (culturological approach to teaching Japanese as a second foreign language for students of linguistic HEI) [6], O. Grunina (method of formation of the translation and informational-analytic competence in students in the process of studying Japanese, taking into account the national-cultural specificity of language carriers) [7].

Taking into account a significant interest of the scientific community to language teaching problems, let's ascertain that the problem of studying the complex method of blended learning of oral Japanese language at higher school has not been considered yet. At the same time teaching of oral Japanese language in Ukraine is realizing without taking into account conditions of a concrete academic environment, without program orderliness of courses, is often a business of teachers-enthusiasts now. Therefore, there is a long-term need to systematize the teaching process of oral Japanese language and also to introduce the method of blended learning into the educational process of HEI.
3. Aim and tasks of the research
The aim of the study is to verify experimentally the effectiveness of the method of blended learning of oral Japanese language, aimed at future philologists.
To achieve the aim, the following tasks were set:
1) to make a review of the experimental teaching organization;
2) to formulate evaluation criteria for the competence in listening and speaking of future philologists;
3) to present experimental results.

4. Organization of the methodical experiment
For confirming the quality and effectiveness of the elaborated method of blended learning of oral Japanese language, aimed at future philologists, the experimental teaching was conducted.
The organization and conduction of the experiment were grounded on determined aim, tasks, object and subject of the research, time limitation, distinct plan, determined hypothesis, varied value, possibility of isolated inclusion of a methodical impact of the studied factor; on elaborated criteria and standards for evaluating control objects (qualitatively and quantitatively measured); on using mathematical statistics methods for calculating experimental results and verifying the research hypothesis.

The aim of the experiment is in verifying the effectiveness of the method of blended learning of oral Japanese language, aimed at future philologists, realized in four main models («Face-to-Face Driver», «Activities rotation model», «Working space rotation model», «Flipped classroom model») and three additional ones («Flex», «Online Lab» and «Self-Blend»), using the elaborated subsystem of activities and tasks.

According to the set aim, there were determined experimental tasks:
1) to conduct a pre-experimental section among 2, 3 and 4-year students for revealing a formation level of competences in Japanese speaking and listening in them;
2) to prepare learning materials according to each model of blended learning, to distribute them between stationary and distant working forms and also to place a part of materials for distant learning at the platform Google Classroom, Youtube, Kahoot! and Memrise, to elaborate evaluation criteria and norms;
3) to plan the course of the experiment; to select its participants;
4) to conduct the experimental teaching in the experimental groups, having implemented two variants of the method according to the varied condition of the experiment;
5) to conduct total (post-experimental) sections for revealing a formation level of competences in Japanese speaking and listening in students; to analyze the obtained results, using methods of mathematical statistics;
6) to formulate methodical prerequisites of the effectiveness of the method of blended learning of oral Japanese language, aimed at future philologists.

The research object at the experiment is the teaching process of oral Japanese language, aimed at future philologists.
The research subject at the experiment is formed competences of oral Japanese language of future philologists – competence in listening and speaking (monologic, dialogic).

The experiment duration was determined by us according to the elaborated teaching models. The experiment lasted for 2 years, students of 1–4 years were engaged. At the first year the experiment duration was 320 hours, among which a share of classroom activities was 160 hours, and outclass – 160 hours. At the second year the experiment lasted for 192 hours (96 hours of classroom activities and 96 hours of independent work), at the third year – 128 hours (64 of classroom and 64 of outclass activities), and at the fourth year – 64 hours (32 hours of classroom activities and 32 hours of independent work).

The experiment hypothesis. The analysis of theoretical works on methods of teaching foreign languages, determined theoretical principles of blended learning of oral Japanese language, aimed at future philologists, gave a possibility to formulate a hypothesis: the effectiveness of the method of blended learning of oral Japanese language, aimed at future philologists is high under conditions of: system use of practices of stationary, distant, online and interactive teaching; organization of teaching on the principles of communicative, competence, linguo-ethnographic, personally oriented approaches; use and distribution of selected materials; use of main models in the succession “Face-to-Face Driver» (at the first year of EL «bachelor») → «Activities rotation model» (at the second year of EL «bachelor») → «Working space rotation model» (at the third level of EL «bachelor») → «Flipped classroom model» (at the fourth year of EL «bachelor»), and also auxiliary models «Flex», «Online Lab», «Self-Blend», realized within correspondent systems of activities and tasks; use of variant B of the author’s method.

According to the model of the author’s method, the varied value determined the use/non-use of microlearning elements at class work.

Variant A is based on the fact that at carrying out class tasks students didn’t use micro-learning elements (microsearch), but used only materials, offered by a teacher.

Variant B is based on the fact that at carrying out class tasks students used micro-learning elements (microsearch) without limitations.

The variant B of the author’s method was preferred because of described advantages of microsearch, consisted of immediate solutions of problems of the linguistic, extralingual and paralingual type, appeared at carrying out exercises and tasks.

Unvaried conditions: quantitative composition of participants of the experiment in the experimental groups; equal initial level of students in both EG in the parallel in the speaking and listening competences; learning duration; selected learning materials, blended learning models and their succession, subsystem of exercises, evaluation criteria, experimenter.

Selection of experiment participants. Taking into account the fact that the number of students in 1 academic group of Japanese is near 10 persons, and such sample may influence the results’ reliability, we have formed EG_1 – groups, studied during 2016–2017 by the model A of the author’s method (EG_1 (1 year), EG_2...
(2 year), EG,3 (3 year), EG,4 (4 year),). And also EG,2 – groups, studied during 2018–2019 by the model B of the author’s method (EG,1 (1 year), EG,2 (2 year), EG,3 (3 year), EG,4 (4 year),).

The experiment included students of EG,1 (21 persons), EG,2 (19 persons), EG,3 (20 persons), EG,4 (18 persons). (EG,1 (21 persons), EG,2 (21 persons), EG,3 (19 persons), EG,4 (20 persons) of the specialty 0.35. Philology (educational program: Japanese language, literature and translation, English language) of Kyiv national university, named after Taras Shevchenko. The total sample was used for determining participants of the experiment.

According to the classification of P.B. Gurvich [8], the described experiment was: basic; vertical-horizontal, natural, open.

**Evaluation criteria of the listening competence**

Today most scientists rely on the criterion of attaining the communicative aim that is in levels of text understanding at evaluating listening:

1) global understanding of an audio-text (characterized by such indicator: understanding of the main content of a message, based on understanding of the meaning of keywords);
2) detail understanding (characterized by indicator: understanding of language elements and details of the fact content of a message);
3) critical understanding of an audio-message (indicators: complete, deep and distinct understanding of the content of a message, its critical comprehension) [9].

Critical understanding includes the ability to understand a communicative intent of a speaker [10], and also to interpret a non-verbal behavior of speakers.

Thus, let’s offer an evaluation scale:

- **Global understanding**, we find expedient to control it by a test, realized by students after listening an audio-text (or several little texts). A text contains 10 questions. A student gets 1 point for each correct answer (totally – 10 points).

- **Detail understanding** is controlled the same, using a test of 10 questions, realized by students after listening an audio-text. A student gets 1 point for each correct answer (totally – 10 points).

- Critical understanding is evaluated by 10 points: 2 points for each correctly done test task of 5 test questions, related to understanding of an author’s intention, emotional-evaluating information, implicit information, non-verbal behavior.

So, a student can get maximum 30 points for listening. Accordingly, 27–30 points is an index of the high education level, 23–26 points – an index of the enough educational level, 15–22 – an index of the satisfactory level, 14 and less points – an unsatisfactory index.

**Evaluation criteria of the speaking competence**

For evaluating the speaking competence, let’s choose the criteria, offered by T. Druzhchenko [11] and L. Krysk [12], presented in detail below in Table 1.

Let’s add to these criteria also one of adequate use of non-verbal communication means.

**Speaking ease** is characterized by “evenness, fast reaction to a stimulus, fluency, expressiveness, emotionality, absence of stammering and non-motivated pauses; selection of a vocabulary and construction of grammatical models are automatic”. Communicative intent realization degree (communicative task realization: speaker’s ability to realize a communicative intent (to inform, to describe, to ground, to contest an idea, the ability to initiate, to support, to finish a conversation). It is characterized by the fullness of content, distinct logical finish of an expression, observance of a topic. Informativeness provides the presence of new actual information, taken from reliable sources that enrich the listeners’ worldview, first of all, their knowledge about the culture and customs of Japanese. The criterion of speaking literacy provides observance of phonetic, linguistic, lexical and grammatical standards of the Japanese language. [11]. Interactivity is determined by the ability to put questions, to answer them in detail, to motivate a collocutor to a dialogue, to react to an offer and also by adequacy and correspondence of cues to collocutor’s ones [12].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Evaluation criteria of monologue</th>
<th>Evaluation criteria of dialogue</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Speaking ease</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>informativeness</td>
<td>interactivity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication intent realization degree (realization of a communication task)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speaking literacy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The criterion of adequacy of using non-verbal communication means provides the use of non-verbal behavior means in oral communication that corresponds to standards of language carriers, is perceived adequately by them.

We develop 3-point evaluation scale by each criterion (by T. Druzhchenko) [11]), according to which a student gets 3 points, if his/her speaking maximally corresponds to the criterion, 2 points – if unessential mistakes that don’t result in a failure of communication are present, 1 point – mistakes are significant, misunderstanding of total information blocks by an collocutor appears.

The experiment, devoted to controlling the effectiveness of the method of blended learning of oral Japanese language, aimed at future philologists, consisted of the pre-experimental section, experimental teaching, intermediate section and post-experimental one.

**The pre-experimental section** lasted for 4 hours and provided revelation of the existent formation level of competences in listening, monologic and dialogic speech in students-philologists of II, III and IV years.

At the following stage of our study there was the **experimental teaching**, conducted by two variants of the author’s method:

**Variant A** is based on the fact that at carrying out class tasks students didn’t use micro-learning elements (microsearch), but used only materials, offered by a teacher.

**Variant B** is based on the fact that at carrying out class tasks students used micro-learning elements (microsearch) without limitations.

In the groups EG,1 (1 year), EG,2 (2 year), EG,3 (3 year), EG,4 (4 year) the experimental teaching was conducted during 2017–2018 academic year. In the groups EG,1 (1 year), EG,2 (2 year), EG,3 (3 year), EG,4 (4 year) the experimental teaching was conducted during 2018–2019 academic year.
After 1st semester, the intermediate section was conducted for establishing the positive dynamics in Japanese oral speaking competences formation of future philologists.

For that the students were offered tasks, analogous to ones of the pre-experimental tasks.

The post-experimental section was conducted after the experimental teaching. There were elaborated tasks, analogous to the ones of the pre-experimental and intermediate sections, for the post-experimental one.

5. Research results

So, we have experimentally proved, that the effectiveness of the method of blended learning of oral Japanese language, aimed at future philologists is high under conditions of: system use of practices of stationary, distant, online and interactive teaching; organization of teaching on the principles of communicative, competence, linguo-ethnographic, personally oriented approaches; use and distribution of selected materials; use of main models in the succession “Face-to-Face Driver” – «Activities rotation model» → «Working space rotation model» → «Flipped classroom model» and also auxiliary models «Flex», «Online Lab», «Self-Blend», realized within correspondent systems of activities and tasks; use both variants of the author’s method (both with microsearch or without it).

6. Conclusions

Let’s summarize the obtained results according to the research aim.

1) The experiment lasted for 2 years, students of 1–4 years were engaged. At the first year the experiment duration was 320 hours, among which a share of classroom activities was 160 hours, and outclass – 160 hours. At the second year the experiment lasted for 192 hours (96 hours of classroom activities and 96 hours of independent work), at the third year – 128 hours (64 of classroom and 64 of outclass activities), and at the fourth year – 64 hours (32 of classroom activities and 32 hours of independent work).

2) There have been formulated the evaluation criteria of competences in listening and speaking of future philologists, namely: a) adequacy of using non-verbal communication means; b) speaking ease; c) communicative intent realization degree; d) informativeness; e) speaking literacy; f) interactivity.

3) By comparing the results of the experimental teaching by the author’s methods A and B, it has been revealed, that in the experimental groups, where the variant B of the author’s method was used (that is microsearch), the formation level of competences in listening, monologic and dialogic speech didn’t differ from the level of the experimental groups, where the variant A was applied. So, the experimental hypothesis has been partially confirmed.
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